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Abstract 
Hoaxes are non malicious viruses. They live on deceiving human's perception by 
conveying false claims as truth. Throughout history, hoaxes have actually able to 
influence a lot of people to the extent of tarnishing the victim's image and 
credibility. Moreover, wrong and misleading information has always been a 
distortion to a human's growth. Some hoaxes were created in a way that they can 
even obtain personal data by convincing the victims that those data were required for 
official purposes. 
Hoaxes are different from spams in a way that they masquerade themselves through 
the address of those related either directly or indirectly to us. Most of the time, they 
appear as a forwarded message and sometimes from legit companies such as PayPal. 
Having known the threat that this non malicious brought, it is important for us to 
address this problem seriously by providing an automatic hoax detection system as 
the solution to this matter. Consciousness and Awareness are definitely the first step 
to be taken for this matter 
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Abbreviations and Nomenclatures 
Num Abbreviations Defmition 
& Nomenclatures 
I. Hoax Another sort of junk which can lead to misleading of 
information to the users or the reader of the email himself. Often 
come from trusted senders 
2. Levenshtein A method m which it uses a metrics to measure the 
Distance similarity/differences between 2 strings 
3. Text pre- Method used to process a certain text in which it can be used in 
processing the methods presented. For this project, it's mostly to remove the 
forward clause and prepare the text for hoax detection and 
insertion to the database via sql 
4. Meme's Theory Hoax acts like a virus. It spreads easily once something's being 
perceived as truth although it isn't 
5. n-grams A method to compare string to string. Complex but fast (not sure 
how fast though) 
6. Spams Malicious mails/junks that's being forwarded to your mail. 
Often being filtered automatically by email service provider. 
Sender's address are alien to the ones in your contact list 
Table 0-1 AbhrevJatwns and Nomendmurcs 
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E-mail hoaxes are known not to be malicious towards any created systems. By 
definition, this hoax is considered to be another sort of jWJ.k which can lead to 
misleading of information to the users or the reader of the email himself. It is 
important for this paper to distinguish the dissimilarities of both hoaxes and spam 
clearly in the very first place so as to avoid further confusion to the readers. 
According to [ 5], spam is a jWJ.k mail which is mostly unwanted or unsolicited which 
was sent either directly or indirectly by personnel who has no current relationship to 
the email user. In a simpler version of understanding, spams are mails which were 
sent from people who are out of the content of our address book. Hoaxes on the other 
hand, based on [1], are unsolicited and unwanted emails which directly or indirectly 
sent by personnel who has current relationship with user of the email. In another 
perspective, hoaxes are the 'smarter' version of spams which masquerade themselves 
well via the personnel that are present in our contacts. 
Usually these hoaxes come in a form of forwarding messages from various sources. 
It is so tempting and often very convincing that according to [4] is a considerable 
virus which plagues the minds of the infected. Knowledge plays a vital role in the 
development of a person's growth. Misleading information within a society will act 
as a virus which is able to spread its disease as easily as it can [4]. Based on [2] and 
[4], hoaxes have been understood as to how and why they were being channelled 
through forwarding emails. At first, similarly like spams, they were introduced with 
the aim to promote a product. Later on, it was identified that it has the ability to 
gather information but the worst that could possibly happen in to convince a group 
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of people of certain events which have never seem to occur before. Certain 
companies like PayPal have paid significant losses due to these hoaxes. 
This is where the resolution to create an automatic hoax detection system came to 
life. Do note that there are not many hoax detection systems created thus far. Based 
on research, there are only up to 3 research papers thus far with relate to email hoax 
detection systems; [1 ], [2] and [3]. Fortunately, this project has its similarities with 
spams in a way that most of its detection patterns are the same but particularly 
different by definition [2] and [5] and that text mining tools [13] can be used to assist 
in this project too. Prior to [1 ]: the latest research on hoax detection system, the 
loophole to the previous system has been identified to be on its inability to update its 
database of hoaxes and to automatically update the database on the latest hoaxes 
identified using certain algorithms which will be based highly on probabilities. Once 
the new email has been identified after a certain comparison phase, these hoaxes will 
be identified and stored as a new hoax in the database. This paper aims to complete a 
finalized product of an automatic hoax detection system with the ability to update its 
database on its own. 
1.2 Problem Statement 
Email hoaxes are not malicious but often disturbing to the society. According to the 
Meme's theory [4], when a person's mind is being infected by the virus, it will be 
hard for that infected person to be convinced otherwise of the real truth. Having 
stated so, it is crucial that hoaxes should be identified primarily to avoid further 
misunderstandings which can bring significant losses as well as negative impact to a 
party's growth. Based on history, email hoaxes have given up so many false alarms 
which have given up a lot of negative impact to certain parties especially to the 
influential people. For example, PayPal has to undermine and took responsibility 
after a Nigerian scam (a type of hoax) was forwarded to most of its recipients by an 
unknown source which masquerade itself by using the email address similar to 
PayPal in 2003. Another false alarm on the existence of acid rain due to the 
explosion of nuclear reactor in Japan have also caused chaos to the South East 
Asians in which this hoax was forwarded to many after a week from the earthquake 
incident in Japan. Although these hoaxes have proven to be frauds yet, they are still 
capable in convincing many on the content of the hoax which was of course 
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misleading [1], [2] and [3]. The problem can only be solved once the users were 
exposed to the real fact of these hoaxes. Even so, it will not be easy to convince a 
person on the real truth unless the source of the truth presented is valid to that 
person's view [4]. 
Another problem which can be identified is the fact that this system has been unable 
to update the database on its own [ 1]. This is essential to enable the system to run on 
its own without regularly updating the program. However, this problem cannot be 
resolved easily and needs a lot of consideration due to the fact that this system has a 
very few source of reference. Another problem that compliments to this problem is 
due to the fact that the latest system [1] is unable to train itself in identifying the 
characteristics of an email hoax thus, disabling the system to detect new found hoax 
which is not stored in the database for comparison. 
1.3 Objectives 
The main objective of this project is to develop an Automatic Hoax Detection 
System which is able to detect new and old email hoaxes presented in today's world. 
The main concern is to create higher awareness on the existence of email hoax and 
enlighten the users on the validity of every email's content that has been forwarded 
today 
1.4 Project Relevancy 
This project has a very high relevancy to be completed. This is due to the fact that 
hoaxes have proven to be notorious and unstoppable over the years. Despite of 
having anti spams and new virus signatures to abdicate viruses across the internet or 
systems, hoaxes on the other hand have often been neglected and taken cynically by 
the society. However, it is amazing as to how can humans tolerate themselves to be 
wrongly informed on the truth of certain events. Worst case for this matter is when 
the victims of hoaxes replied certain hoaxes which require them to give out certain 
personal details which can be used to either cheat the person or as a source of valid 
marketing data. Another relevancy of this project to the current society is due to the 
fact that it tore down the images of certain influential parties which have been aimed 
by these hoaxes. In a summary, hoaxes have proven to be non malicious yet, rather 
disturbing and often harmful if the victims are not aware of its existence. 
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Take the acid rain incident for example. While the email hoax presented may not be 
harmful to anyone and most would say, "Better be safe rather than sorry", this hoax 
has given a negative impact to BBC as well as to the user itself. Firstly, it gave out a 
negative impact towards Japanese technology in containing nuclear contaminants. 
Secondly, it made the readers to believe such science is capable to happen when it 
couldn't. Finally, the image of BBC was tarnished by bringing out unproven or 
unsolicited news to the society. The relevancy of this project has proven vital to be 
executed due to the negative impact it holds towards the society. This project also 
has a very high relevancy to the academic world due to the fact that this project looks 
up to the validity of all knowledge as vital to the learning curve of every human. 
Believing 'facts' from hoaxes will only bring injustice to the growth of that 
particular victim which will make it harder for them to accept the truth after 
exposing them to the real truth [ 4]. 
1.5 Project Feasibility 
The feasibility of this project is depending on certain factors. These factors are as 
followed: 
Time: Sufficient for implementation (8 months altogether) 
Cost: Most of the hardware and software involved for research are free in 
particular 
Source of Reference: Although there are limited sources available on this 
subject but, this subject can refer to certain other topics such as text mining 
and email spams as point of references 
Settings: the wage of this research does not need any sort of specific setting 
to be carried out. It can be carried out using our own personal email with full 
connection to the internet 
Rate of Success: A study in 2009 [1] has proven that this research can be 
fruitful and that it is feasible for this research to be carried out 
Based on the factors above, it is simply feasible for this project to be carried out as it 
has high relevancy upon its completion. Time, cost and setting factors show positive 
results and the only thing left is to implement this research paper based on its 
proposed design. 
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1.6 Scope of Study, Context and Data Source 
Scope of study will aim mainly on email hoaxes. This can be traced using personal 
email to gather these hoaxes as well as a test subject. Moreover, the context of this 
project will focus mainly on minor type of hoaxes just as the project scope. The 
context of this project will aim mainly on hoaxes, spams and text mining concepts. 
This project will be carried out with aim to prove the ability of the system to detect 
hoaxes as well as its ability to update and train the database of the new hoaxes 
presented in the email. Algorithms will be determined based on the compatibility of 
codes to the program. Source of data can be gained through journals researched 
papers and archive of hoaxes can be found in hoax-slayerz.com as a point of 
reference for the database. 
1.7 Time Feasibility 
Project completion date is estimated to be somewhere in August 2011. Therefore, 
there is about five months left upon completion starting from the project initiation on 
the 2"d week of February. Project will be segmented according to the research 
methodology used. A Gantt char has been attached at the appendices section for easy 
referencing 
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CHAPTER2 
LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORY 
2. Literature Review and Theory 
2.1 Knowledge about the Area Concerned and Existing System 
Automatic Hoax Detection System is a new research finding [1]. It's a system in 
which was successfully implemented in 2002 [2], 2004 [3] and finally the latest 
fmding in 2009 [1 ]. This detection system holds the ultimate purpose in creating 
high awareness among email users on the existence of hoax. This is due to the fact 
that the legit knowledge is important in every human's growth and misleading 
information can only distort a human's growth. 
Hoax can be considered as a virus [4]. This virus hungers on human's weak 
perception which can be easily tricked. Human's perceptions have a very easy 
approach in believing into something as long as it is seen to be true, rational, heard to 
be true or experienced it to be true [4]. Moreover, hoax has been evolving in a way 
that most of its components have been modified to ensure that humans can be tricked 
by its content. This is due to the fact that hoaxes nowadays are often presented with 
certain percentage of statistics, convincing by experience and additional images to 
convince the victim of forwarded hoax [12]. Hoax is getting better at it that even 
anti-spams carmot detect these hoaxes [5]. Although this hoaxes might not seem 
malicious to the general's point of view, but due to the fact that it is misleading may 
be costly to the society if it's taken seriously. It can be hard to convince of the truth 
once a person believes something to be true [4]. It is even worse when the effect of 
certain hoaxes can jeopardize certain party's credibility and image which may cause 
losses to that particular party. Worst, hoaxes today have the ability of phishing in 
14 
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which it is able to gather personal data of its victim by convincing them that that 
email requires their personal data in an instance [12]. 
Current existing research [1] has shown that it is possible to automate a hoax 
detection system. It is being done using a mining tool called the n-grarns to extract 
the email and make comparison with the database. According to [1), it is believed 
that n-grams have sped up the speed of processing in which [2] and [3] are unable to 
achieve. However, the drawback of [1] is due to the fact that it is unable to update its 
database with the latest hoaxes found. Another drawback of this system is that the 
system is unable to train the hoax identifier on the latest hoaxes found based on the 
characteristics of a hoax. According to [12], it is possible for hoaxes to be identified. 
Hoaxes have certain characteristics in which most of its content can be found bolded, 
underlined, a lot of exclamation marks and often use words which require instant 
decisions to be made. Latest architecture used in [1] is as followed: 
-----------------------
-- -
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: cer~e ' noe~.E'3 
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Figure 2.1:1 Latest Automatic 1-!oax Detection System Design 
Today's hoax detection system is not commercialized as good as spam detectors [1] 
and [5]. Spam detectors and spam filters are similar to one another [6). However, the 
concept of spam is pretty much simple and easy to understand. If the spam is not 
traceable, the spam is an effective spam while if the spam is recognizable, the spam 
filter is definitely an effective spam filter [6]. Looking at the basics of a spam filter, 
it has a lot of resemblance to a hoax detection system. Perhaps, the only differences 
in these two subjects are the signatures of the targeted filter subjects, the definition 
15 
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of their own and also the method of extraction. Other than that, the design and 
architecture as well as the concept can be used to assist this research [I], [2], [3] and 
[5]. From the figure presented above, the design and architecture of a spam is almost 
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figure 2.1:2 General Spam Filter Design 
Do note that these similarities are almost the same. Another similar pattern as how 
hoaxes and spam detect the content of that email is via comparison to a database of 
hoaxes or spams. It is also important to note the process of approving one email 
either to be a spam or not [I] and [5]: 
Compare email to spam database 
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If spam database contains the spam which was detected in the email, flag it as 
spam and remove them to the junk folder automatically (used by all email 
service provider today) 
Un-flagged spams can either be flag as neutral (safe) or suspicious depending 
on the probabilities of the spam and presented to the user to decide on which 
email should they remove as spam manually later on 
Suggestions on improving the latest design have been taken into consideration after 
the fust VIVA. In short, the improvements required are as followed: 
Update database and train the system to learn the characteristics of a hoax 
Ensure that the latest design will ensure that confirmed hoaxes will be shifted 
to a special hoax folder. Deletion of hoaxes is still up to the user 
Probability of that email of being a hoax should be presented in every email 
in order to create higher awareness 
Method should be considered. Instead of n-grams, try out other methods to 
see the impact of the hoax detector to the system 
Understanding these facts and the relationship between hoaxes and spams, we are 
able to identify several methods which can be used as a reference to this project. 
Some of those methods under surveillance are the Naive Bayes method, Cluster 
method, Cross-regulation method, and n-grams. Naive Bayes Classifiers method are 
among the top favourite methods used in today's spam filtering. According to [8], 
Spam filtering is suitable with a machine learning classification such as the Naive 
Bayes (NB) and NB has been proven to cope well with this task despite of its 
simplicity. The main factor as to why this choice of classifier has been the best 
choice for [8] is due to the fact that the NB forms were showing promising results in 
handling spams and the best part about this method is that it specifically targets text-
based spams in which is very similar to this research's context 
On the other hand, the Cluster-based approach is another interesting approach for 
spam filtering. Understanding the concept of spam thoroughly, the cluster based 
approach in handling concept drift and skewed class distribution fairly well. Often 
spams are being distributed more than the ordinary legitimate mails in which it 
tackles the skewed class distribution concept while the concept drift concept is based 
on the user's preferences which may change over time or spam topic may vary 
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according to fashionable trends [9]. Below is a sample of cluster-based method 
design for spam filtering [10): 
--
• 
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Figure 2.1:3 General Cllister-Based Method Flow Cluut 
Based on [11], Cross-regulation method is a new found method for spam filtering. It 
was introduced with the aim to further detect the spams based on an immune system 
concept. So far, the research has proven positive result but have very little 
similarities to hoax detection system based on its architecture. Even so, this thesis 
has proven not to be best for text comparison requirement of the hoax detection 
system and indeed will not be part of this research's consideration to apply Cross-
regulation method as part of the extraction method. 
Positively, after looking through [9], text mining has the ability to tackle key phrases 
as part of its mined texts. Researches on text mining [13], [14] and [15) show 
promising effort for comparison between texts. The text mining concept is a data 
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mining tool that is able to extract text based contents on the desired outcome. 
However, there are several limitations to this concept and the processing method 
might be a little slower. Regardless of this limitation, text mining is still one of the 
concepts which we will consider further later in this research. 
2.2 Comparison of Works- Similarities and Differences of Existing 
System 
It is very critical to note that there have NOT been many works able commercially 
for this detection system. Therefore, it is highly recommended that comparisons 
should be done based on the two research paper which is valid closely to this topic. 
Below denotes all of the similarities and differences in an existing system. 
Criteria 2002 Hoax Detector Croatian CERT (2004) 2009 Automatic 
[2] [3] Detection System 
[1] 
Hoax 
Hoax Yes. Automated but not Yes. Automated and Yes. Both automated and 
Detection really intelligent. Expand to rather intelligent intelligent system integrated 
anti-virus software (embed with a together 
database) 
Target More to Organizational level Personal Based Personal Based 
Detection Server based Server Based Server based 
Form Text Text Text 
Approaches I Not available Levensthein + Fuzzy n-grams 
Data mining Logic + modified 
Concepts nearest neighbour 
highlighted algorithm 
Result Able to detect but at Able to detect with Able to detect with 
minimal effect probabilities analyzed probabilities analyzed 
Time Require Not Available Slower with tons of Light and faster (based on 
to process data to process few samplings) 
Claims Time Require to Process made claim and have no specific results to prove on its 
similarity of comparison thus far 
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Gap It requires an intelligent Updates require a lot Updates require a lot of 
mechanism to read and of changes to the changes to the database. 
compare hoaxes at personal database. Unable to Unable to self-calculate the 
level self-calculate the characteristics of new 
characteristics of new hoaxes which is not stored 
hoaxes which is not in the database 
stored in the database 
< < 1 :1ble 2.2-t Companson of P1 evwus \\ 01!\s \VJth Relate to 1-ioax Oetectwn System 
These are the similarities and the dissimilarities that the existing hoax detection 
system have. However, we will refer to [1], [2] and [3] closely for further analysis. 
In general, hoax detector's research began actively in the year 2002 [2]. This model 
began its research after noticing that hoaxes are indeed a disturbing matter in the 
society. According to [2], knowledge is essential to human's growth and that 
misleading information can be costly. Having said so, they began by using the rule-
based method as a start for this particular research. In 2002, rule-based method is one 
of the most leading text extraction method used for anti spams. Rule-based methods 
are a method in which extraction are made based on certain rules and conditions. 
This traditional filter method uses simple and straightforward methods which 
classify spams by matching certain email fields with certain key words. The failure 
to this method is due to the fact that the complexity of spams today has override the 
benefits that this method have yet to offer 
In 2004 [3], the Croatian CERT took a step further by developing another version of 
a hoax detection system. This system has proven to be successful in Croatia due to 
the low internet traffic over in that nation. However, this system has shown some 
drawbacks in certain area mostly on the idea of using fuzzy logic and Levenhstein 
method. These two methods have shown promising results in detecting the hoaxes 
but the speed of processing the hoaxes is deemed to be slow added with heavy traffic 
of internet and with large volumes of data. Furthermore, the database cannot update 
on its own (No self-calculate methods) and requires further study which was taken 
up by the 2009's study [ 1] 
In 2009 [1 ], the study for an automatic hoax detection system became much more 
feasible than before. Instead of using rule-based as well as fuzzy logics, this research 
uses n-grams as text extraction method. N-grams is one of the data mining tool 
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which is a predicting method used to predict the words or the text within the email. 
N-grams allow the system to predict the subsequent words in the analyzed email in 
which it can process the words faster (assumed and deemed to be by the inventors) 
However, given the study for n-grams in spams [16] and [17], the complexity of the 
probability in executing this concept in computer codes is pretty complicated for 
hoax detection system. Nevertheless, it has proven successful and will be considered 
for further development of this research. 
2.3 Gap Analysis 
Based on the analysis made in Section 2.1 and 2.2, it is essential to say that the point 
of reference for this subject specifically is very limited. In order for this project to be 
successful, we have taken the privilege in making other sort of close-related subjects 
as part of our point of reference in which to be specific are Spams and Text Mining 
tools. According to [5] and [6], spams filters' patterns are of the similar patter to the 
hoaxes detection systems created over the years with different definition. Spams can 
be traced based on the sender's address of that particular email [5] and [6] while 
hoaxes need to be addressed by its content [1], [2] and [3]. As obvious as this may 
be, the close relationship of these two subjects can be traced down to its methods. 
Note that the methods used in [1], [2] and [3] have been used by spam filters before 
this [7], [8], [9] and [16]. 
Fortunately, the main gap for this research isn't exactly on its method but rather on 
the database itself. Thus far, there are no hoax detection systems that are able to self 
update its database on the existence of new hoaxes. This means that the system is 
unable to recognize newly created hoaxes. This is the biggest problem encountered 
in this research. Having this pointed out, the system will enable this feature by 
identifying the characteristics of hoaxes based on [12]. 
Another gap that we can see is due to the fact that the methods used in all of the 
researches related to hoaxes are not processing text that well except for n-grams 
method. However, after reviewing other text mining tools, it is possible for us to 
assume that there might be another text mining tool which is capable of extracting 
texts from the email for comparison with the database. The process of this whole 
extraction is called text pre-processing [1]. 
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Another problem gap that can be closed down for this research is on how the data is 
being represented to the users. Hoax detectors previously did not present the 
probabilities of hoaxes to its users. Again, the objective of this research is to increase 
awareness of the existence of hoaxes and to avoid unnecessary misleading 
information and understanding among the society which can lead to other party's 
losses either unintentionally or intentionally. Having said so, most emails today are 
presented in a simple form whereby it does not even create the awareness on sparns. 
Therefore, by presenting the data in a form of percentage right beside each of the 
emails will definitely increase the awareness of the users on the existence of the 
hoaxes. Furthermore, this can educate the users on what is right and what is not. 
Therefore, it is essential for this gap to be closed down which can help users to 
educate themselves on the validity of each and every email they receive. 
Finally, the gap which needs to be closed down the most is the need to identify the 
characteristics of a hoax and how will the hoax detector act in order to classify that 
email as hoax, suspected as hoax and neutral. Given out these concerns, it is 
important for the proposed hoax detection system to be able to cater to these gaps 
and lessen the gaps as best as it could. 
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CHAPTER3 
METHODOLOGY I PROJECT WORK 
3. Methodology I Project Work 
3.1 Research methodology 
The preferred research methodology as for this project will be the usage of Rapid 
Application Development method also known as (RAD). This project will require a 
lot of tries and errors therefore making throwaway prototyping as the best mean of 
research methodology for this research. This is due to the nature of this methodology 













Figure 3.1: I Research Methodology: Throwaway Protot)'ping 
This prototype was chosen best due to the need for rapid program development. This 
project has about 31 weeks for total completion with new-found algorithms and 
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theories to be explored. The main projected activities that will be carried out require 
a lot of trial and errors. Therefore having a throwaway prototype will allow rapid 
changes to be made to the whole system before it can be finally implemented 
successfully into a working system. 
In the planning stage, this project aims to understand the system in general terms. 
Most of the analyses involved in planning are in getting the timeline right as well as 
to compare the current work to the previous work. Planning is how the project will 
manipulate its limited resources to full use upon completion ofthe project [18]. 
Initial analysis will see further as to the items necessary for the implantation of the 
system in general. Note that currently, there will be a certain text pre-processing 
models which will be tested out in order to achieve the objective. Hence, in the 
initial analysis phase, the project will lay down its entire possible completion route 
and will be documented for further references. Based on this project, the initial 
analysis phase and planning have both been completed based on the Gantt chart 
attached in the appendix section. Furthermore, FYP1 only requires for the project to 
be completed up until this phase. The prototyping phase will be conducted intensely 
in FYP2 later on in May. 
As for the dununy prototyping phase, this project will try out all of the methods 
listed down in the initial analysis phase and see whether such method can be 
successfully implemented for this project or not. Trial and error is the best term to 
describe this phase. Since there are many methods available and analyzed thus far in 
section 2, it is possible that this phase will take a lot of time before completion. 
However, the finalized prototype will be the one that will be forwarded to the 
implementation phase later on. 
During the fmal stage of this methodology, project will modifY the system and tune 
it to its best condition before presenting it as a system to the shareholders later on in 
FYP2. However, due to the time and financial constraints presented, the quality of 
the system might not be at its best but certainly possible for completion. 
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3.2 Projected Activities 
There are 4 phases of projected activities based on the methodology chose. Below 
are the 4 mentioned phases: 
Phase 1: Extensive research for planning stage 
Phase 2: Data comparison of works for initial analysis and possible route of 
completion 
Phase 3: Design and Implement for dummy prototyping 
Phase 4: Finalized system will be tuned up, implemented and presented to 
stakeholders 
3.2.1 Phasel: Extensive Research for Planning Stage 
This is the phase whereby extensive research is required in the planning stage. 
Research requires a lot of research based on past successful journals. Based on the 
extensive research done within the first 6 weeks of this project, the automatic hoax 
detection system is one of the most inactive research topics presented thus far. There 
are only a few point of references and often relates to text mining. Extensive 
research is based on general perception of what the system should be at the end of 
the research period 
3.2.2 Phase 2: Data Comparison of Works for Initial Analysis 
Second phase is the phase whereby all of the gathered data are thoroughly analysed 
to see which route of completion this project should foresee. It is the initial analysis 
of how this project should move forward and understand the gaps that this research 
should cover. Initial analysis lay down all of the possibilities that this project can 
take in order to complete a successful final system at the end of the system. The 
main concerns of the system as of now are: 
To enable the system to selflearn the characteristics of a hoax itself 
To enable the system to update the database on its own based on the newly 
encountered hoaxes 
Present the emails together with the probabilities of them being hoaxes 
To transfer confirmed hoaxes into a special folder (hoax folder) 
To increase the speed of processing the text from the email for comparison 
with the database 
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Initial understanding of the whole system should be thorough by the time the project 
reaches this phase and that it should have at least a general idea of how the design of 
the proposed system should look like 
3.2.3 Phase 3: Design and Implement for Dummy Prototyping 
This phase will prepare the project for the creation of dummy prototyping. As 
describe in section 2, there are a lot of methods in which the text can be pre-
processed for comparison. However, we have limited the scope of this research to 
only try out text mining tool to assist in the completion of this project. Furthermore, 
the probability calculation will change over time based on the outcome of each and 
every dummy prototype created. Successful dummy prototype will be used later in 
the implementation phase 
3.2.4 Phase 4: Finalized system will be tuned up, implemented 
and presented to shareholders 
Finalized system will be chosen from the best series of dummy prototyping did 
during the third phase. The fmalized system will be chosen based on its success in 
closing the gaps presented in section 2. System must be implemented successfully 
without errors. After noting down the successful system, this system will be tuned-
up to its best condition in order for this system to be presented to the stakeholders. 
3.3 Key Milestones and Gantt chart 
3.3.1 FYP I 
FYP I will commence in January 11 Semester while FYP 2 will follow in May 11 
Semester. By the end of January 11 Semester, these submissions shall be met: 
Proposal (1st Week) 
Extended Proposal (6th Week) 
Proposal Defence & Progress Evaluation (9th Week) 
Interim Report (13th Week) 
Further documentations for valid referencing will be attached under the appendix 
section found in section 7. 
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3.3.2 FYP II 
FYP 2 will commence from May 11 Semester onwards. Below are the submissions 
that shall be met by the project throughout the timeline given: 
Progress Report (7th Week) 
Pre SEDEX (lith Week) 
Dissertation Submission (12'h Week) 
Viva (13th Week) 
Final Dissertation+ Technical Report (14th Week) 
Further referencing can be done via the Gantt chart attached in the Appendices 
section later. 
3.4 Tools or Equipments Required 
Based on the literature reviews made from the papers referenced and read, most of 
the software required for this project would be: 
Java via Netbeans IDE 7.0 
Glassfish Apache Server 
Hoax database from www.hoax-slayers.com 
Note that hoax-slayers.com was chosen due to its credibility of being the only 
website chosen by PANDORA (National Library of Australia) as their source of 
reference for hoaxes and internet scams. 
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CHAPTER4 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
4. Results and Discussion 
4.1 Snapshots 
Thus far, the system is 85% completed. This system is able to commence at least 2 
out of 3 functions and possibly be able to run all methods by the end of the 13th week 
before the presentation of VIVA. Below are some of the snapshots taken from the 
85% completed version of the system: 
~~ ~--------------------------~, ................ . 
hll 
figure 4.1: I Gll Snnpshot (Originul} 
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~~ =~~~~~·~·~~~----------------------------------------------------
~~ L-------------------------------------------------------~ 
l'ij!ure 4.1:2 Glll Smtpshol (C alculnte Uoa:\ l'ercenlnge) 
CD -Haulla Solccn$ldy- AMid lillie-
Add- Hau 1D S'r*m 
Figure 4.1:3 Gll Snapshot ( J'runsfer Sul·ccssful) 
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' HOAX 
1 Helo. My name a Adzlan . 
2 Goodbye . Have e safe tnp. 
3 Good nooht. Sleep IIQht. Sweet Dreams. 
4 WARNING TO AU. DOG 0\IYtERSWarnong to al dog owner-s: Wat:ch your dogiThe Stzote HI 
SIt seems that someoo oe at Jarrwe Oliver's publishtno company sent a word doo..rnent v erSJ 
6 12:03 (CNN) f'lY - Bntney Spe•s. the pop musoc: diva, was rushed to New York Cornell 
7 Hey. I .)ust oat this 1n the mad, from Symanb!!<:, so I thouoht rd forward ot alonQ . It's a ne 
8 Dear Colleagues a Friends Please don't buy or drink any bottled water c.aled 't>E\1':·. Cus 
9 ALERT: JUST HEARD A PEPSI WORJ<J:R Y.'HO AS INFECTED WITH HIV WAS PUTTING HIS 
10 Sheriffs Oe~tment WarnlnQilhis Is !Tom the County Sheriffs Department, please read th 
11 ATTENTlON: Friday, Faoebook w ll beoJrne owner- of the publishono rights of AU. y011 priv 
12 BBC FLASHNE\VS: Japanese oovt confirms radi.abon leak at Fukushima~ plant. 
l3 EVERYONE'S PHONE NUMEIERS ARE N!CYW ON FACEBOOKI' Mobole phones too' Go to top 
14 Anthrax pocson '"Tide deteroent padcs CXlfi'W19 thru the ma~ do not open or use. 7 ppl de 
15 UK - Please forw ard to others - pdice will be stzllppon<;j people from tomorrow who are dri 
16 .JUst been~ this~ from a fnend, her ~ter wries 4the ambulana! S<!<rvice: Jst he 
17 Everyone tzoke off the cartoon poctures because the oroup asJono everyone to ct>anoe 
1B 'There is someoo oe called harry Ql"aham friend requesbng lads on facebook at the moment, 
19 Septenber 2010 you may have nobcl!d that fa<:ll!bodc servers have aashed and that you 
20 VIRUS on FB USinO your pictures, It says you have been tzoooed in a picture, w ants you 
Figure 4.1 :4 natnhase nopshot 
4.2 Proposed Design 
After taking a lot of consideration of how the new Automatic Hoax Detection 




1 < 60 "1110 >60 % 
Figure 4.2: I J>ropos(·d l>esien 
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This design was created to cater to all of the gaps presented in the gap analysis. 
Using this design, the database will automatically update the database if a newly 
found suspected hoax were found during the detection process. Flow will begin with 
text pre-processing process in which the system will extract the content of the text-
based email and process it best for digestion in this proposed system. Text pre-
processing as proposed in this system will extract the content of the email in belief 
that all hoaxes masquerades themselves through forwarded email methods in which 
spam filters that were placed in email service providers mostly failed to analyze. It is 
also important to note the fact that SQ L language has certain special characters in 
which cannot be read perfectly by the system. Hence, this system will need to ensure 
such problem will not exist by performing this text pre-processing method. Thus far, 
this process has yet subject to completion 
Next, the processed text will be forwarded to the hoax detector for comparison with 
the database. After analysing most of the text mining tools from [1], [13], [14] and 
[15], and although it is mentioned that the speed via n-grams can improve the 
lightweight of the system, this proposed system will still refer to Levenshtein 
Distance's method in belief that it is still capable in handling the variables proposed. 
Furthermore, previous 2 papers presented have failed to provide specific results to 
their calculations in terms of speed for best comparison. It is also important to detail 
out the fact that completed system thus far has been tested with a strong valid sample 
of 30 data and have believed that it is able to provide results swiftly in less than 5 
seconds. Furthermore, Google has it that Levenshtein Distance is indeed one of the 
best methods used to compare 2 strings by showing these results at the top of their 
hit lists and also by good discussions via online forums. It is basic yet sufficient to 
cater the current system's need 
4.2.1 Method 1: Levenshtein Distance Calculation (100%) 
Levensthein Distance calculation will provide the system with the strings 
comparison result needed between the detected string as well as the one stored in the 
database. However, it is also important to note the validity of this system by 
accepting these results measurement due to the facts that: 
Hoaxes up until today have no specific patterns which is very obvious to 
calculations 
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Hoaxes have no scale of measurement until facts are supported with thorough 
discoveries and investigations (in which will be done by the hoax detector 
bodies) 
Only advised patterns can be seen thus far. In which it has only 60% 
probability to hit such patterns. 
It is important to note down the outcomes of the hoax detector. There will be 2 
outcomes presented from the above figure. Below are the explanations of the 2 
outcomes presented for Levenshtein Distance Calculation method: 
Probability at above 60% = Email is a Hoax 
o This assumption is made believing that scores of 50% holds 50 - 50 
chances. Scoring 60% creates higher chances for the tested text to be 
a hoax in similarity to the ones presented in the database. No strong 
sense of measurement to admit validity as a strong fact but merely an 
opinion of a person's thought based on logic and rationale 
Probability below and equivalent to 60% = Email can be suspected as Hoax. 
o Thus far, presented hoaxes or tested hoaxes have shown that the email 
contents which have scored 60% will not be treated as hoaxes 
immediately. They will next be subjected to the following calculation 
= New Hoax Calculation to confirm the authenticity of the hoax to be 
deemed as one based on the patterns analyzed. 
4.2.2 New Hoax Calculation (200'Yo) 
New Hoax Calculations (Add Comparison) are a calculation method in which it will 
take the text and compare them with the user-defined calculations based on the 
perceived understanding of hoaxes. Bear in mind that hoaxes will undergo two main 
tests in this method. They are: 
Uppercase letter comparison (100%) 
o Calculation for uppercase characters above the total number of 
characters in the email. 
Frequently used and found words comparison (l 00%) 
o Hoaxes are claimed to have similar words being used in the content of 
their emails. For instance: "PLEASE FORWARD THIS MESSAGE I 
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SEND THIS MESSAGE!!!! I URGENT!!!" Hence, by analysing 
these words and add them in a new database for comparison, this can 
create another percentage to assist the users in determining whether 
the hoax can be confirmed as a new hoax and can be added as a hoax 
entirely. Some of the samples identified frequently used by hoax are 
as followed: 
Words Num Words 
URGENT II VIRUS 
ATTENTION 12 FOLLOW 
PLEASE 13 INSTRUCTIONS 
FORWARD 14 IMMEDIATELY 
SEND 15 MESSAGE 
INFECTED 16 NOT 
WORST 17 ADD 
CLOSED 18 TELL 
EVERYONE 19 EVERYBODY 
LOVED 20 SPREAD 
' Table 4.2.2-1 Bag of Words lJsed m frequent Y\ords l·ormula 
New Hoax Calculations (Add Comparison) have certain calculation results and the 
maximum calculation result up until now is at 200%. The rationale behind 200% is 
due to the fact that the combinations of these 2 factors will never reach 200% in all 
situations. Therefore, the system needs to amplify the output to ensure that the new 
hoax can be detected as best as it could based on the factors presented and identified 
.Below are the assumed results: 
Above 60% = Confirmed Hoax based on patterns. 
o These hoaxes can now be added to the database for further 
recognition 
Below and similar to 60% = Email is not strong enough to be deemed as hoax 
o These emails can be ignored but however, with such calculations, it 
will create awareness among the users on the existence of hoax 
automatically. 
Probabilities will be displayed in the text fields presented which will be available 
easy for readings and understanding. 
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4.3 System Architecture 
H o.x: Percantap Sin\l larity 
Calculation OUrpul: 
"·-~ M..--o .. --. 
.. n-..a ~ft'l 
........ S.-r-
Fismre 4.3: I ~)stem ~rrhit«ture 
T-·~~· c.---
o.----
Adzlan Ishak 11253 
Above is the pictured system architecture of the proposed system. There are several 
layers involved and they are: 
Database Layer 
o This Layer has 2 databases proposed. However, only one has been 
successfully completed thus far. The 2 databases which are supposed 
to be completed in this layer are the Hoax Database and Frequent 
Words database. 
o Hoax Database is the database whereby the system stores the hoaxes 
for the Levenshtein Distance comparison. It is also the database 
whereby the Add Comparison calculation may add the hoax once it is 
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found confirmed to be one. It comprises of 2 data: Hoax and ID 
(primary key) 
o Frequent Word Database is the database whereby the system is able to 
store the frequent words found in hoaxes that can be used in the New 
Hoax Calculation method. This comparison is important to nominate 
the tested text as a hoax or not. It comprises of 2 data: Frequent 
Words and ID (primary key). 
Information Extraction and Comparison Layer 
o Currently, there are 2 methods in which have been successfully 
completed. However, there are actually 3 methods used in this system 
but the third method is still under construction. Therefore, only 2 have 
been added in the latest system architecture thus far. 
o The first method used is the Levenshtein Distance string comparison 
methods in which it detects the differences in distances between two 
strings. In other words, it detects the similarity of texts presented. The 
result of this calculation can be proven valid in the Results and 
Discussion section later on 
o The second method used 1s the New Hoax Calculation (Add 
Comparison). This method's being used once the text's being 
identified as suspected possible hoax. Therefore, this calculation will 
commence in accordance to the perceived pattern of hoaxes found 
from experts and logic. The result of this calculation can be proven 
valid later in the Results and Discussion section later on. 
o Third method proposed is the text pre-processing method. This 
method removes all forwarded clauses in emails and ensures that the 
content of the email can be preserved and used best with SQL 
statements to avoid such problems. These methods shall be used at 
both the begimling and at the end of the system to ensure that content 
can be preserved and be saved into the database. 
GUI Layer 
o This layer was designed in accordance to the HCI principles. 
o There is only one interface and this interface serves the purpose well 
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4.4 Results Discussion 
4.4.1 Sampling Results and Outcome 
This system has completed 30 successful samplings thus far with additional of 3 
personal sampling (33 samplings). According to the results of each of the samplings 
made through the Levensthein Distance, the samplings have shown positive results 
in approval of this system in being successful. Below are some of the snippets of the 
results made through the Calculations in this system: 
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Based on the above snippets, the system is able to compare strings and match these 
hoaxes to the database at a rate of 100%. Calculated Standard Deviation is equivalent 
to 0 while the average or mean is at 100%. This has proven the system's accuracy in 
detecting hoaxes via its database at 100% rate with no failures. 
4.4.2 Levenshtein Distance Formula 
F i2ure 4.4.2: I imnlificd LcHnshtcin l>istnncc Formula 
Levensthein Distance fonnula is the core foundation of this system. It builds up to 
almost 60% of the whole system. Levenshtein Distance (LD) is a metric for 
measuring the number of differences between 2 strings. Technically, it's very 
lengthy to explain but with the example provided below, this formula can easily be 
understood. 
Basic Example 1: 
If the original string (os) is "bold" and compared string (cs) is also 
"bold", then LD( os,cs) = 0, because no transformations are needed. 
The strings are already identical to each other. 
If original string (os) is "bold" and compared string (cs) is "bonk", 
then LD(os,cs) = 2, because two substitution (changes of "I" to "n" 
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However, this formula has been slightly modified for this system. It uses the optimal 
string alignment concept instead of the simplified Damerau-Levenshtein Distance 
concept in which it ensures the organization of the text is similar to the original text. 
Further example will explain this concept better. 
Basic Example 2: 
Simple Damerau-Levenshtein Distance: 
o If LD(CA,ABC) = 2 
Optimal String Alignment Concept (Used Levenshtein concept) 
o If LD(CA, ABC) = 3 
Hence, getting to understand the capability of Levenshtein Distance, the system uses 
this method to compare string to string; between the original email text as well as the 
hoax text found in the database. 
4.4.3 New Hoax Calculation (Add Comparison) Formula 
(200%.) 
As mentioned in the above section, the new hoax calculation comprises of 2 main 
focuses. They are with regards to the number of upper case characters found in a 
string as well as number of frequently used words found in the frequent word 
database suggested above (almost completed). 
Upper Case Character (100%) 
o This upper case character formula is derived by calculating the 
number of upper case characters to the total number of characters in 
the string. 
o Total percentage (%) = Total Upper Case Characeter I Total 
Characters 
Frequent word (100%) 
o The frequent word formula is derived by calculating the number of 
frequent words to the total number of words found in the string. 
o Total percentage(%) =Total Frequent Words I Total Words 
39 
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Total of both calculations should reach 200%. The rational reason behind this is due 
to the fact that these patterns are still weak in recognition. Not all hoaxes uses upper 
case and not all of the frequent words are being used in total of all of the strings 
used. Hence, if we average the calculation, result will not show such logic 
calculation. It will be much convincing to the users if hoaxes are identified if it is 
60% and above. To reach this objective, it is best to remain these two factors' 
addition at 200% maximum. 
After all, even the experts do not have specific measurement as to how to identifY 
hoaxes at first glance. Patterns recognition is essential and by all means, this pattern 
recognition has shown substantial results. So far, at least 6 out of 10 tries shows that 
this pattern recognition is valid and samples can be provided to prove this theory 
capable to handle new found hoaxes on its own. In other words, not only does the 
system able to compare string to string with its database but also detect possible new 
found hoaxes on its own term. 
4.4.4 Interesting Argument 
By accident, some of the samplings made were on trial and error basis. There are 
some samples which have been run even before the samples were being added into 
the hoax database. Having said so, with the accumulation of hoaxes previously done, 
the comparison shows that the result of 60% remains valid as most of the sampling 
hoaxes mentioned in particular to this section scores 60% and above even though the 
data has not been added to the database. Indeed, there are patterns to hoaxes and this 
interesting argument could be the hidden third factor in which the system may have 
and help the users in the near future to understand hoaxes better. 
4.4.5 Time Consumption 
Note that most of the time needed to run all these samples for results only takes less 
than 3 seconds in order to obtain the results. 
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CHAPTERS 
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 
5. Conclusion and Recommendation 
5.1 Relevancy to the Objective 
In conclusion, this project is able to serve its objective presented in the earlier 
section of this paper. In the end, it is expected that the system should: 
Be able to self add new hoaxes to the database based on the identified 
characteristics of hoaxes presented in the referenced website 
Be able to present the probabilities in the interface for the user to see in order 
to create greater awareness for the users on the existence of hoax 
Able to compare string to string and provide accurate results 
Able to provide results in a short period of time (less than 5 seconds) 
This project's results and outcomes have proven to be both relevant and beneficial to 
the society. Being aware of the existence of hoaxes create greater awareness for 
finding the right knowledge which can be used to further develop a human's 
perception as they grow. Misleading information can only cost losses to certain 
group of people including tarnishing their image in the eye of the public. 
5.2 Future Recommendation for VVork Expansion and 
Continuation 
Focus strongly on the hoax patterns and investigate more ways to identify 
hoaxes 
Suggest to create standards for hoaxes and conform to it for easier and valid 
companson 
Note that the current system is made solely out of text based emails. 
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Assume that the forwarded emails are based from Gmail service providers. 
Perhaps there are better methods to outrun current method's speed 
GUI interface should be improved using email layouts with these email 
hoaxes probabilities being listed beside the title of the email in inbox 
Ensures that there are no more special characters in SQL that will bother the 
insertion statement. 
System can be used more than just for hoax detection! 
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